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Introduction
Canterbury plains currently has less than 1% of the original native vegetation due to human settlement and farming.
Selwyn as one of Canterbury’s districts has experienced an increase in intensified farming in the last 20 years. The
changes in farming practises has increased the loss of vegetation, with changes in water use and quality. Through
the use of native vegetation as shelter belts, riparian and corner plantings they have become part of the stepping
stones concept (Bregman et al., 2016; Clout & Hay, 1989; Saura, Bodin, & Fortin, 2014). These plantings also provide
other services for the farm stock - shelter, alternative food, and help with water conservation and purification
(Franklin, Dickinson, Esnault, & Robinson, 2015). Farm plantings are part of the answer, other plantings such as road
margins, river banks, public parks and private (non-farming) gardens also provide biodiversity support. The range of
plantings provide recreational and learning areas for schools and the public. These areas include parks, schools
through supplementing remaining native areas, and along waterways enhancing streams and rivers in riparian
plantings.
The concept of using stepping stones for increased biodiversity interaction is increasing in restoration circles.
Stepping stones are areas of native plantings to increase native biodiversity. Through the use of these stepping
stones insects, lizards, and birds are able to increase their ranges to find habitat, food, pollination and increase their
future populations’ genetic diversity. The Selwyn Waihora Active Restoration Forum (SWARF) mapped known
restoration sites in 2013 for use as stepping stones. The map is currently on Canterbury maps at
http://canterburymaps.govt.nz/Viewer/#webmap=e59ee7935e34414c8801fea5c56eb09b.
This map has not had sites added to it since 2013. Due to the lack of follow up members of SWARF decided that the
way the map was created, information on it, the level of accessibility to the general public, new viewpoints and
interaction with the map needed to be considered for ongoing use. This follow up was turned into a Summer
Scholarship project at Lincoln University.
This project would investigate:


ways in which the map could be used,



whether sites were planted or still in existence, through ground truthing,



add new sites that were planted, restored or enhanced,



whether other regional councils had any restoration or ecosystem mapping,



discuss how the map could be related to targets set by different organisations.

This report will discuss the background of the Stepping Stone concept and how it applies to the Selwyn district and
Canterbury, what information is currently available on the SWARF map, how different groups would like to use the
map, suggest alternative places the map could be hosted, what information could be available for the public,
compare whether similar mapping or information is available through other regional councils and create a map for
future use.
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Background
SWARF
SWARF is an informal organisation composed of volunteer groups, as well as Environment Canterbury (ECan),
Department of Conservation (DOC), the Selwyn District Council (SDC) and Christchurch City Council (CCC) that either
provide funding for or actively create vegetation restoration sites on both private and public land. The volunteer
groups that are part of SWARF include Te Ara Kakariki (TAK), Queen Elizabeth II Trust (QE II), Waihora Ellsemere
Trust (WET), Whakaora Te Waihora (WTW), and Ngai Tahu. Living Waters, Banks Peninsular Conservation Trust
(BPCT) and Canterbury Waterway Rehabilitation Experiment (CAREX) from Canterbury University have joined since.
SWARF’s terms of reference are outlined (in Figure 1). Under confidentiality, it clearly states that information is
shared within the forum but only made public if all parties agree.

Figure 1. SWARF Terms of Reference. Supplied by A. Lomax

Stepping Stones
Stepping stones or Kohatu hūpeke are seen as a way to implement the Mountains to the Sea or Ki uta ki tai
philosophy of linking the Canterbury coast to the Southern Alps. The Stepping Stones (concept or project) would
help recreate the bird pathways that existed prior to human settlement in New Zealand (NZ). Birds, as the dominant
terrestrial animal in NZ, linked the coast line and the mountains transferring nutrients, seeds and pollen along their
various paths (Meurk, Sullivan, & McWilliam, 2016). The stepping stones are sites that will provide food, resting and
nesting perches for birds to increase their territories closer to pre-settlement. The sites will also increase genetic
diversity for plants. While insects will gain through the provision of food and habitation sites.
Stepping stones is the phrase used as the distances between would vary for different birds and insects and based on
island theory (Russell, Diamond, Reed, & Pimm, 2006). Some birds require short distances due to their flight
distance while others can fly further before food or resting is required (Bregman et al., 2016; Clout & Hay, 1989).
The size of the stones is also important as some birds require different size territories so multiple small stones close
together can be as useful as large stones further apart (Lawrence, Elliott, & Westbrooke, 2011; Russell et al., 2006).
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Projects
Current SWARF Map Information
The current map and information is available to the public through Canterbury maps, a joint project between ECan,
city and district councils. The information was initially gathered in 2013 on a spread sheet created by the then SDC
Biodiversity officer. The information provided for the map is outlined in Appendix 1, Table 1. The map appears with
stars highlighting where the sites are. When these stars are clicked on a drop down menu provides a list of
information (Figure 2). The map information can include: Nature of project, landownership, funders, habitat types,
size of planting, number of plants, length of fencing, pest and weed control areas, and legal standing. This menu only
stays on screen per site they do not remain for comparisons. Not all this information is available as it is dependent
on information provided by the organiser. The initial appearance of the stars highlighting where sites are gives the
impression that you are able to see the actual address on moving in closer to the site, however the star disappears.
The reasoning behind this is privacy so people are not able to access the actual site. The address and GPS coordinates do not appear in the information available to reduce the use of this information, although some farm
names do appear due to the map base used.

Figure 2. Screen shot from Canterbury maps with top half of drop down menu.

New Map Information
All members of SWARF were provided with their original information, from 2013, on separate spread sheets so only
that organisation and myself were able to view the data. This had some success with most returning the updated
sheets. Some organisations, due to a change in personnel, had lost information due to the lack of permanent
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records with people keeping the information in their heads. Two organisations had issues with privacy due to the
contracts they had signed with their landowners, however one provided co-ordinates in the general vicinity and the
other has asked for their sites to be removed from the final data sheet after this report is written if the map is not
going to stay with Canterbury Maps.
The provided co-ordinates were checked against all groups to remove any doubles. These doubles were possibly
through additional planting, different groups at the same site, fencing, weeding or other activities that took place at
the same site but were listed separately. The sites were also checked for being fenced only. There were 15 of these
sites, they were removed from the final mapping co-ordinates due to lack of other information about the reason for
fencing.
Currently the funders have agreements similar to point 31 in Figure 3 (below). In the example this provides the
funder, ECan, with the ability to use applicants’ information as they wish in perpetuity. The general public are able
to apply for access to that information through the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987.
This act would also apply to the information held by Selwyn District Council. Where funding has been supplied by
other organisations, e.g. corporate bodies, NGO’s or private bodies the requirements would depend on the contract
which may or may not include the ability to share the information without the landowners’ permission. For groups
that have separate contracts they may need to consider having the ability to use the sites information in other
forms, e.g. for mapping with other sites, in their contract with landowners.

Figure 3. Copy of funding agreement document from ECan.
(Image supplied by Johannes Welsch, Biodiversity Officer, Selwyn, Environment Canterbury).

The information provided for the mapping in its current form has the potential to assist with size choices for future
planting areas and the main reason of this project, potential areas for new sites (Appendix 1, Table 1). The addition
of planting lists (Appendix 1, Table 3) could help when choosing species for different areas to improve survival and
growth rates. These areas have the potential to become seed sources for future restoration work.
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The information gained for the mapping has the potential to be useful for research, and further restoration projects;
for example: lizard restoration, threatened insects and plant restoration; and increased knowledge of planting
appropriateness or survival either due to climate changes or lack of previous plant knowledge. This information
sharing has to be clearly acknowledged by both the landowner, the funders and the planting co-ordinators as part of
the process, otherwise privacy becomes an issue. Access to the planted/restored areas has to be clarified and stated
that it is up to the landowners’ discretion.
There needs to be clarification where the map information is to be used as target measures. Projects which have
defined sizes of vegetation wanted, such as Million Metres of stream, may need to have specific measures put in
place, e.g. length of stream as well as size of area planted. These could be either as a separate layer on the map or
as extra information in the pop up for the site.

Regional Councils
Regional councils were approached as they provided a direct comparison to ECAN for mapping services with part of
their mandate being environment reporting. Seven Regional councils where approached after browsing through
their websites for any mapping of biodiversity or restoration sites. The councils approached included Horizons,
Hawke’s Bay, Waikato, Taranaki, Environment Southland (ES), Otago and Northland. They were asked the four
questions (Appendix 2, Table 1)
All seven regional councils replied. Six stated that they mapped their own projects, not projects involving private
landowners. This information is held in house by the regional councils and not freely available although information
is available for property owners when they enquire. Only two do not have any form of biodiversity mapping
available to the public. The mapping available is listed with each council below.


Taranaki uses the Taranaki Regional Xplorer as their mapping system which does not include any restoration
or biodiversity mapping. A system of Key Native Ecosystems is used in Taranaki, the outline is on their
website and there is a brochure for landowners and interested parties as the basis of their biodiversity work.



Environment Southland uses Beacon for their mapping which has a variety of options on it including Coastal
Habitat which provides vegetation and soil information and photos of some areas (Appendix 2, Figure 1 and
2).



Horizons mapping is for internal use with maps made accessible for landowners as appropriate.



Hawke’s Bay has no mapping for biodiversity. They do have a riparian page to assist with planting ideas.
Pest control is important in Hawke’s Bay, mainly due to their horticultural base. Their pest control strategy is
predominately around plants with only three animals listed.



Northland has mapping for Biodiversity Wetlands (Appendix 2, Figure 3). The Biodiversity Wetlands incudes
drop down menus giving size and waterway type.
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Waikato has mapping for Vegetation Biodiversity. This mapping has drop down menus for each area when
clicked on (Appendix 2 Figure 6).



Otago has mapping within different pages. The relevant one is Regionally Significant Wetlands. This page
leads to other district pages with a simple map (Appendix 2, Figure 4) and site names with links through to
specific sites (Appendix 2, Figure 5a and 5b).

Websites of restoration groups
These sites were recommend by councils either within the areas or from further afield, for example Taranaki RC
provided the link to Southland Ecological Restoration Network.
Reconnecting Northland is a similar organisation to SWARF, which states “If the land flourishes, the people flourish”
so has a more holistic approach than SWARF. There is no mapping involved. Projects are listed with details of sites.
The website is funded by the Tindall Foundation, Foundation North, and HSBC. Other funders are mentioned on
specific project pages.
Southland Ecological Restoration Network (SERN) is the equivalent of SWARF aiming to “bringing back the natives”.
The ESRN website has mapping of projects (Appendix 2, Figure 7) that are at least partly open to the public through
arrangements or fully open. Each project page provides a close up of the map, who is involved, history of the
project, contact details, size of the area and a clear description of the project. The site is funded by ES, DOC,
Invercargill City Council, Forest & Bird and Southland Community Nursery.
The North West Wild Link (NWWL) is a similar project to Mountains to Sea that has been instigated by Forest & Bird,
Auckland branch. This project links the coasts of North Auckland through restoration sites. The mapping on the
Forest and Bird website is basic showing six areas, links through to the pages of each site and a brochure provides
information with contact details.
Nature Space is a website for groups, individuals and landowners undertaking ecological restoration in New Zealand.
It has contact details for groups that is map based, information on projects and workshops that different groups are
running. The Nature Space website is funded by six North Island Regional Councils, Auckland Council, QEII National
Trust, DOC and World Wildlife Fund (WWF). The website is administered by DOC. Nature Space were contacted to
see if they had considered hosting a page where groups and individuals could map their restoration sites. A reply
from Tim Bailey said:
“Thank you for your email and for your idea for a page for mapping plantings.
We are currently working to put together a work plan of future developments for Nature Space and I will feed your idea
into our discussions.”
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Canterbury maps were emailed to find out if how easy it was to update the current map and would outside groups
be able to add their own information. The below answer was provided by Michael Fletcher from the GIS team at
ECan.
Would outside groups be able to update their own information? - e.g. new sites.
“The reliability of a map depends on ensuring the quality of its data.
Updating the data displayed in the map is equally not a difficult task and there are methods available to us to enable community
groups to contribute sites by… 
a.
using a secure (username/password) editing map to add sites. 
b. providing site data to us in an agreed format that we can use to update the data shown in the map.
To date, open crowd sourcing of data (anonymous adding/editing) has not be tried, to do this there would need to be
methods/processes in place to ensure data quality. “

Ground Truthing
Two days were spent ground truthing, checking 25 sites (10%) from the existing data set to see if the co-ordinates
were correct, what was currently at the site – did it match the descriptions, were there any changes that the groups
could help with (e.g. new plantings, maintenance, pest control). Three sites were unable to be accessed, two were
not viewable from the road (sites 195, 222) and in one case running out of time to travel to the site (site 38).
Although site 222 is a recent planting for TAK and photos showing it being planted behind a high shelterbelt are on
their website. Vegetation found is in Figure 4a, a full table of results is in appendix 3, Figure 1. Four sites were river
related and their listings were for fencing purposes rather than plant protection. There is some maintenance
needed, with plants in two sites needing release from their combiguards (Figure 4).
a
b

Figure 4a. Vegetation and b-GPS results of Ground Truthing.

Eighteen of the sites were true to their GPS co-ordinates, five were queried as the reason for the site was not clear
and three were not directly accessible (Figure 4b). Of the five queries, three were along or near rivers and had
length of fencing in their data base (sites 136, 140), and one was not visible from the road due to shelter belts (site
222). Finally, one may have been wrong co-ordinates given the co-ordinates supplied were from maps and not
actual GPS units.
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Figure 5. Sites Ground Truthed on 12 and 13 January 2017.
(Left: Site 40 on Shands Road, Broadfield, right: Site 95 remnant vegetation off Wrights Rd, Springfield)

Found sites
Planting had been noticed around the SDC that may be planted by private landowners without funding or assistance
by any of the SWARF groups. Part of the project was to find out if any of the visible plantings were listed and
consider how many extra plantings there may be that could be considered as stepping stones. One day was spent
going up Hororata- Dunsandel Rd, Glentunnel to White Cliffs, to Coal Track Rd back to Lincoln University to find if
there were any plantings not recorded on the data set that could be added (Figure 6). This loop was chosen due to
the roads were with limited planting based on the current map and not being on the main roads for limited travel
interference of others. These sites were viewed from the road and co-ordinates taken of the nearest roadside point.
Thirty three sites were recorded with 28 appearing to be planted and five were remnant sites on farmland, full table
Appendix 3 Table 2. The sites were a mixture of ages with one recently planted. Most of the plantings were along
fence lines, either next to drains or as shelterbelts. When compared with current sites none of the found sites coordinates were close to any recorded planted site. There was an average of one planted site every 5 km travelled.

Figure 6. Sites found.
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Discussion
Map information
The main issue is the privacy. This issue has to be resolved by either the funders or the restoration co-ordinators
with the landowners. The possibility of information sharing either within the forum or for research, and the wider
public has to be clarified due to confidentiality agreements. This sharing could stay at the information currently
available through Canterbury Maps or become more detailed with species and numbers planted and monitoring
information. If information beyond that currently available is to be shared with the public clear legal contracts may
have to be considered so all parties are clear where they stand and what issues they may be responsible for. GPS coordinates and addresses would be the main issue with people possibly thinking they had right of access where it
doesn’t exist.
In Appendix 1, Table 2, some changes have been made to the original spread sheet. These changes reflect the need
for clarification on a number of areas. The addition of a Style of Planting, helps relate the size of the area to the
shape, it also tells people what sort of planting to expect, after all 1 ha of drain planting is different to 1 ha of corner
planting. The Type of Ecosystem Planted has been added as the titles used for the different habitats applies to wide
areas and if the planting is based around a microclimate area in comparison, it will clarify the difference. The
changes to Nature of Project clarifies the enhancement of native remnants, and protection of native remnants, as
the fenced areas checked appeared related to river protection not native plant protection. Planting Area was moved
into the section needed as the size of the planting is knowledge that should be available even if it is in grouped sizes
e.g. <1 ha, 1-5 ha or >5ha. The updated section should relate to the organisation, preferably with an email address
or website link to the organisation that updated it due to changes in personnel. Number of plants, this has been
used to work out the size by some people. Unfortunately, not all plantings are the same spacing due to different
species or types of vegetation, so the suggestion not to use it as such has been added. The funders columns were
moved into the not necessary area as we queried the need for this to be available for the public, this information
could be provided by the organisation. For mapping information a second sheet could be set up that is linked to the
first so the information automatically appears without double data entry and possible mistakes being made. This
way columns could be added by individual organisations as they tailor the data sheet to suit their requirements and
still have the relevant information in an easy to access subset.
Planting lists are provided by some organisations to people wanting to create restoration areas on their land. A
suggestion that came out of this is a plant sheet that can be in the same spread sheet of projects (Appendix 1, Table
3). This sheet would end up listing all plants that have been used across their plantings which could be referred back
to for successes and possible failures long term. It could be used as shown with the number of plants of each species
shown or a simple tick or Y for the plants used if numbers are not confirmed. This would be useful for possible
future research and ongoing monitoring.
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Regional Councils
The SWARF map currently on Canterbury maps is the only map page that was found in any regional council that
show restoration and enhancement plantings that have been carried out. Other councils have either mappings of
protected areas, areas of biodiversity value or vegetation. Many regional councils have pages for restoration funding
or information of biodiversity projects that they are currently carrying out. Through the contact with other regional
councils there is an interest for a restoration map that could go nationwide to increase the cross boundaries of
biodiversity co-operation.

Restoration Groups
There were two similar groups to SWARF that have websites showing their projects although there was limited
mapping. Both groups discussed their history and reasons for their projects whether it was straight restoration of
biodiversity or to help humans flourish with the land. There is the possibility that these groups could link in with the
mapping if it went nationwide. The individual restoration sites could be linked back to the different groups through
websites or email addresses.
The website Nature Spaces was recommended to me by three Regional Councils. The website has a lot of
information of projects, workshops, how to find further information and a map of groups that do restoration (TAK is
on the map). All of Nature Spaces’ projects and information are based in the North Island which may be due to lack
of advertising from South Island groups. Nature Spaces could be a site for nationwide restoration plantings that
people and groups could put theirs on. Although Nature Space is administered by DOC which some people may
perceive will create limitations.

Ground Truthing
Overall, the ground truthing showed that there is a high level of accuracy in the GPS co-ordinates provided. The
state of the sites were varied with some needing maintenance, this information will be given to the groups involved,
but most appeared looked after, with some weeding needed due to the weather. The different uses of the map site
were brought to light with several sites recorded for protection which appeared to have little to do with native plant
protection and more to do with river protection. This would need clarification if protection of sites is to be
continued. What is the reason behind the protection? Is it protection of native plants, river bank or for reducing
access of vehicles? As SWARF is a restoration forum are exotic planting to be recorded as part of the protection e.g.
river protection or is it purely going for native plantings?
The ground truthing brought to light the importance of the record keeping and additional ways of recording the
planting sites. The site size knowledge is an important part of the Stepping Stones, as the size of sites indicate food
supply and availability for different species. Through adding sites together within a certain area we would have a
better idea of what bird species to expect that could be supported. The knowledge of planting type e.g.; drain,
shelterbelt, riparian, or open space, also provides more information for different bird species to expect in that area.
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Found Sites
Organised volunteer groups are not the only ones planting native plants. The day spent recording planted sites
showed that people are planting natives as part of their gardens and shelterbelts that could be included as stepping
stones, although privacy again becomes an issue if these sites are to be recorded. If these extra sites are recorded
how will they be affected by viewing limits, for example: from the road how many are we missing that are hidden
behind shelterbelts, buildings and land forms? A possible way to find more is to invite landowners to add their
plantings or remnants to the site. The invitation could be done through advertising, brochures or through council
mail. This invitation could also include landowners who have planting assistance without funding from ECan or SDC.
Through an invitation it could be clearly laid out what information goes into the mapping, who has access to that
information and what, if any, further participation is expected of the landowner. A total of 163 km was travelled
during this finding trip that gives an average of one site per 5 km, whereas ground truthing took 667 km. If you
divided the 667 km by 5 that would mean 133 sites could have been on those roads. That is just the road network
and not based on the land area of the Selwyn district.

Website possibilities
The creation of an easily used website and/or app that landowners could use to add their information is another
possibility. A pop up menu that has simple lists or tick boxes for ease of use with clear definitions, e.g. size of area
could be below 1 hectare, 1-5 hectares and above 5 hectares. A log in system would let users add or alter their
entries as needed and provide privacy and security from other users. Both Crile Doscher (Senior Lecture in GIS) at
Lincoln University and Michael Fletcher (member of the GIS team at ECan) have suggested using logins and
passwords for secure access. Crile uses a simple set up for his GIS classes that could be used for the general public
and volunteer group for a restoration site. This system has not been used by the GIS team at ECan so would need
new methods and processes put in place. By using funders for possible websites or apps it would remove possible
fears of councils using the information for their own ends. Reconnecting Northland is funded by a variety of groups
none of which are councils whereas SERN is partly funded by ES and DOC.
Limitations that are based around personal perceptions of who will have access to the data once it is supplied will
need to be addressed clearly. These perceptions can be linked back to the clarification of what the data is to be used
for, how that data is collated (directly by the landowner or through the group that organised the planting/funding)
and confidentiality or advertising clauses in funding agreements. These clauses need to clear and in plain English for
clarity by all parties, whether as Terms and Conditions when initially joining up to the website or app, or as part of
the funding or assistance provided by the different groups involved.

Conclusion
The issues of privacy and level of information sharing need to be clarified for wherever the mapping is going to be
held. The use of information for research and proof of completion for planting projects holds great possibilities
although again privacy issues will affect how or if this is possible.
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The potential for restoration mapping is large. There appears to be a lot of interest in it at least from regional
council level. The creation of a website, page or app for restoration mapping has the potential to go nationwide and
create a network between groups that may have been limited by council boundaries.

Recommendations
Create a clear framework of the information needed for the mapping. This needs to include size of area, type of
vegetation planted (dryland ecosystem, wetland, coastal, etc.), and style of planting (shelterbelt, drain, open area,
riparian, etc.). The clear framework will make it easier for other people to use the information when considering
new areas to plant and ways to link different vegetation or ecosystems.
Sharing knowledge of the vegetation planted, as a plant list with or without numbers planted, would be useful for
surrounding areas. This would provide support for the genetics and increase knowledge on suitability within areas.
The access to planted lists would also help private landowners who want to plant natives. If the seed source is able
to be recorded this would add another dimension for research on biodiversity, genetic spread and monitoring of the
sites.

Figure 7. SWARF Map as at 7.02.17.
Green dots are dryland ecosystems, blue dots water based ecosystems, yellow dots coastal ecosystems, purple unknown.
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Clarification of protected areas. Create clear definitions of what is to be protected and why. As this is a restoration
mapping exercise this should be based around native plantings.
Clarification of GPS positioning. Currently this has been done through using maps due to groups not having access
to GPS units. If some of the funding is based on the funders being able to confirm the planting would it be possible
for the funder to confirm accurate co-ordinates. If a map website is set up so groups are able to add their own data
this may become irrelevant, if they are able to accurately identify the site planted.
Creation of a website, page or app for a restoration map. This will partly depend on where the map is to go. Is it to
stay within Selwyn and/or Canterbury or go nationwide? And is it to extend beyond restoration groups? If it is to
stay in Selwyn/Canterbury and within restoration groups the continued use of Canterbury maps would satisfy all
groups. If the plan is to ultimately extend beyond Canterbury, either the use of a nationwide website e.g. Nature
Spaces or one that is attached to a learning facility, e.g. Lincoln University, has potential. If the map is available
through Lincoln University the potential for research increases as the awareness of the map increases.

Future Projects
Identifying more private restoration sites. This could be done through the use of high resolution imaging, or using a
drone to fly up rivers and stream beds, as well as driving down roads.
Creation and marketing of the website-app. Finding ways to get this out there and marketing it to the different
groups of landowners.
Identify potential funders of a new website.

15

Appendix 1
Table 1. Guide to original SWARF Spreadsheet, developed in 2013.

Guidelines to the Selwyn Restoration Forum Spreadsheet
To ensure that the data provided is useable it is necessary that all organisations follow the guidelines provided
below. It is up to each organisation to define what constitutes a ‘project’. For some, that may be a minimum
numbers of native plants installed (eg 250) or a minimum length of fencing.
The main part requires as much information as you have.
Grid Reference
This must be provided as NZTM. If you need to convert your grid references the links to the left will help.
Project Name
This information will be made public, which you may want to consider when naming a project. Also consider that
people may query this data so will need to have a way of following up a site – Therefore if you call a project ECan
Site 1, this will need to be logged on your system. If you are going to use an anonymous site name as indicated
above you may want to include your organisations title to assist with the identification of a project in the future.
Nature of the Project
Enhancement: Returning a degraded habitat or former habitat to a pre-existing condition or as close to that
condition as is possible e.g. heavily grazed area of bush with no understorey is fenced allowing regeneration and
additional planting takes place to increase the extent of the bush.
Creation: Converting one habitat type (low ecological value) into another (high ecological value) e.g. paddock
planted with riparian species.
Protection: Maintain a habitat in its current condition by preventing processes which could reduce the ecological
value of the site (e.g. implement weed control, install stock proof fencing etc) e.g. wetland is fenced to exclude
stock.
Public, Private, Leasehold, Public/Private Land
Indicate main landowner. If the project is a partnership with both private and public land there is a public/private
option.
Main Habitat Type and Secondary Habitat Type
Must include a main habitat type the secondary habitat type is optional, although it will be useful. Explanations
are on the list sheet.
Funders
Insert a Y against each funder. For funders not listed individually name them in the Other Funders column.
Other Funders
The naming of other funders will depend on your funding boundaries for naming. Place a Y here if unable to name
them.
Start Year of Project
This is the point at which a contract is signed for the project or the date at which works commence on site if a
contract is not part of the process.
Last Updated
This date should reflect when the data was first entered into the spreadsheet or when the last update of
information was entered (e.g. number of plants in the ground has increased as a second planting occurred).
Updated By
If you add a new project to a spreadsheet, please indicate your organisation and name so that this project could
be followed up.

Information beyond this point is optional
Completion Date
This is when all works are completed on site as per initial funding agreement.
Area to be Fenced
This must be in hectares
Length of protective fencing
This must be in metres
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Pest Control
This must be in hectares
Planting Area
This must be in hectares
Weed Control
This must be in hectares
Number of Plants Planted
Number of plants planted. This can be increased if in subsequent years additional plants are put into the ground.
If this were to occur the date within the column titled Last updated on this Spreadsheet must be updated.
Other Works
Any additional works can be listed within this column.
How Will Outcomes be Monitored
List who will undertake the monitoring and what type of monitoring will take place.
Legal Protection Type
List how the site is protected e.g. QEII covenant, Selwyn Council Reserve land, DOC land etc.
Expected Duration of a Project
The purpose of this column is to give an indication of the scale of the project, e.g. some projects will take 1 year to
complete while others take 3 years.
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Table 2. Changes to SWARF Guidelines

Changes to: Guidelines to the SWARF Spreadsheet
To ensure that the data provided is useable it is necessary that all organisations follow the guidelines
provided below. It is up to each organisation to define what constitutes a ‘project’. For some, that may
be a minimum numbers of native plants installed (eg 250) or a minimum length of fencing.
The main part requires as much information as you have.
Grid Reference
This must be provided as NZTM. If you need to convert your grid references the links to the left will help.
Project Name
This information will be made public, which you may want to consider when naming a project. Also
consider that people may query this data so will need to have a way of following up a site – Therefore if
you call a project ECan Site 1, this will need to be logged on your system. If you are going to use an
anonymous site name as indicated above you may want to include your organisations title to assist with
the identification of a project in the future.
Nature of the Project
Enhancement: Returning a degraded remnant habitat to a pre-existing condition or as close to that
condition as is possible e.g. heavily grazed area of bush with no understorey - additional planting takes
place to increase the extent of the bush.
Creation: Converting one habitat type (low ecological value) into another (high ecological value) e.g.
paddock planted with riparian species.
Protection: Maintain a native habitat in its current condition by preventing processes which could reduce
the ecological value of the site e.g. wetland is fenced to exclude stock.
Public, Private, Leasehold, Public/Private Land
Indicate main landowner. If the project is a partnership with both private and public land there is a
public/private option.
Main Habitat Type and Secondary Habitat Type
Must include a main habitat type the secondary habitat type is optional, although it will be useful.
Explanations are on the list sheet.
Style of planting
Riparian- a natural riparian beside a stream, river or lake
Drain or race - plantings beside a drain or water race feature
Hill side - plantings on hills, can be for erosion protection or stabilisation
Open space - flat, open areas. Corner of paddocks, plantings arouns buildings
Shelter belt - fence line plantings. Can be between paddocks or along fence lines around buildings
Planting Area
This must be in hectares
Type of Ecosystem planted
This would clarify the actual planting as opposed to the surrounding habitat.
Start Year of Planting
This is the point at which the planting starts.
Last Updated
This date should reflect the most current data entry.
Updated By
Please indicate your organisation so that this project could be followed up, an email address or website
link would be useful.
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Information beyond this point is optional
Completion Date
This is when all works are completed on site as per initial funding agreement.
Area Fenced
This must be in hectares
Length of protective fencing
This must be in metres
Pest Control
This must be in hectares
Weed Control
This must be in hectares
Number of Plants Planted
Number of plants planted. This can be increased if in subsequent years additional plants are put into the
ground. If this were to occur the date within the column titled Last updated on this Spreadsheet must be
updated. This could be linked to the plant list page. This should not be used to work out the area planted
due to differences in planting spaces based on species used e.g. grasses are 600mm apart whereas trees
are at least 1m apart.
Other Works
Any additional works can be listed within this column.
How Will Outcomes be Monitored
List who will undertake the monitoring and what type of monitoring will take place.
Legal Protection Type
List how the site is protected e.g. QEII covenant, Selwyn Council Reserve land, DOC land etc.
Expected Duration of a Project
The purpose of this column is to give an indication of the scale of the project, e.g. some projects will take
1 year to complete while others take 3 years.
Funders
Other Funders
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Table 3. Suggested Planting Sheet example
Project
Aciphylla subflabellata
Alectryon excelsus
Anemanthele lessoniana
Aristotelia fruticosa
Aristotelia serrata
Astelia fragrans
Astelia grandis
Austroderia richardii
Carex comans
Carex geminata
Carex secta
Carex virgata
Carmichaelia australis
Carpodetus serratus
Chionchloa rubra Subsp rubra
var. rubra
Coprosma crassifolia
Coprosma dumosa
Coprosma intertexta
Coprosma linariifolia
Coprosma lucida
Coprosma microcarpa
Coprosma pedicellata
Coprosma propinqua
Coprosma rhamnoides
Coprosma rigida
Coprosma robusta
Coprosma rubra
Coprosma tayloriae
Coprosma virescens
Cordyline australis
Corokia cotoneaster
Cyperus ustulatus
Dacrycarpus dacrydioides
Dichondra repens
Discaria toumatou
Elaeocarpus hookerianus
Festuca novae-zealandiae
Fuchsia excorticata
Fuscospora solandri
Griselinia littoralis
Hoheria angustifolia
Kunzea ericoides

site 29

site 30

site 31

site 32

site 33

site 35

5
150

85

12

125

25
15
45

5
20
7

300
300

7
18

16

16

10

20
7

110

16

86

12
12
16
16
16
20

34
17
130
44
7
73
76
19

40
40

66

30
75
40
15
35
65
25
20
35

56

25

240
229
15

140

7
240
133
8
25
7

133

86

5
46

110
85
85

12
16
20

16
16

20

45
70
30

200

15
25

100
200
240
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Appendix 2
Table 1 Questions the Regional Councils were asked.
 Do you map any of the restoration sites funded by your RC? If yes will you provide a link.


Do you map any restoration sites not funded by your RC? If yes will you provide a link.



Are the public able to interact with these maps so corridors or stepping stones between sites can be
created?



Is any information beyond GPS position, e.g. size, fencing, vegetation planted, maintenance, and collected
for further research?

Figure 1. Coastal site from Beacon on Environment Southland (ES) website, with photo of site.
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Figure 2. Coastal site from Beacon on ES website with Habitat information.

Figure 3. Northland screen shot of Biodiversity Wetlands mapping.
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Figure 4. Otago Regional Council site map of Regionally Significant Wetlands for Central Otago District.
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Figure 5a. Screen shot of a Significant Wetland Area from Otago Regional Council, top of page.
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Figure 5b. Screen shot of a Significant Wetland Area from Otago Regional Council, bottom of page
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Figure 6 Waikato Regional Council mapping with area highlighted (pale blue) with drop down tab

Figure 7. Southland Ecological Restoration Network websites Project directory
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Appendix 3
Table 1. Ground Truthing Findings
Random Ground Truthing Comments
No.
5

25
27
30

35

36
38
40

69

75
96

121

136

140
168

176
195

Fenced

Vegetation

GPS

Fenced, part of Boggy Creek/Drain. Mixture of maintained
and not. >90% survival on paddock sides, not planted on
road side of drain.
Partly Fenced. Top of vegetation visible from Road. No
public access through farm, close to Waimakariri river.
F from paddocks. No obvious vegetation apart from high
grass. No access due to water levels.
Fenced as part of paddock not to separate stock out. Hill
side at turn off to Craigie burn road. Hill covered with
Discaria toumatu
Extension of 217 - Not Fenced. Mix of new plantings and
slightly older ones, Eucalyptus as shelterbelt, native
underneath. Drain and road corner plantings.
Fenced. Shelterbelt planting on farm, appeared well
maintained. Farm currently up for sale. Photos
Unable to access.
Shands Rd, Roadside plantings, fenced to paddock not to
road. Plants need releasing as they have out grown their
combiguards. Grass has been sprayed and shortened.
Kaitotere Spit, Lake side. Is fenced, although could do with
some maintenance. A DOC site - rushes, piripiri, Coprosmas
spp. and Muehlenbeckia sp. visible. Thistles need
removing.
Ex- quarry, private garden, well maintained

Full

Planted
Native

TRUE

Partly

Native
Remnant
Exotic

TRUE

Not

Native
Remnant

TRUE

Not

Planted mix

TRUE

Full

Planted
native
Unknown
Planted
native

TRUE

Partly

Mature
Native

TRUE

Partly

TRUE

Natural vegetation on hillside, partly fenced although there
is a wide stock track going through it. Has Discaria
toumatou, C. propinqua, M. complexa, Cordyline australis,
Kunzea sp.
Not Fenced, no stock visible in area, lifestyle block. Hillside
cover up ROW in Early Settlers Rd. Good canopy cover,
some gorse growing through. Appears to be ongoing
plantings.
Fenced. No planted native vegetation visible. Fences
overgrown with gorse and broom. Either not planted or
not survived. ?GPS?
Near Chamberlains Ford, no obvious signs of plantings. This
is along the Selwyn river downstream of Chamberlains ford.

Partly

Planted
native
Mature
Native

Not

Mature
Planted

TRUE

Full

Exotic

Query

Full

Exotic

Query

Fenced, Corner section across road from Taumatu Marae.
>50% is growing well. Needs maintenance due to thistles
and brassica weeds.
Fenced, Chamberlains Ford Vegetation growing well. Some
weeding would help understory.
Fenced, from Glentunnel golf course. Unable to access due
to golf course and fencing.

Full

Planted
Native

TRUE

Full

Planted
Native
Unknown

TRUE

Partly

Unknown
Partly

Partly

TRUE

Unaccessible
TRUE

TRUE

Unaccessible
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Random Ground Truthing Findings
No.

Fenced

Vegetation

GPS

199

Partly fenced, from vehicles and stock at Coes Ford. Next
to new plantings, open to campers and vehicles. Plants
need releasing from Combigards. Some weeding needed.
Fenced from road, part of private garden, growing well.

Partly

Planted
Native

TRUE

Full

TRUE

Fenced from paddock. Corner and drain planting extension
of 217. Different aged plantings some new in combiguards.
Eucalyptus planted as shelterbelt with natives. Well
maintained
Fenced. ?Drain/shelterbelt planting. Fences overgrown with
gorse. No visible sign of new plants. Cordyline australis in
area decades old. ? GPS?
Private house, no sign of native vegetation. Spoke with
new owner she was unaware of any plantings. Not done or
house is a new build and area destroyed. ? GPS?
Fenced, DOC area. Yarrs Flat end of Wolfes Rd. Variety of
planting ages, some need releasing. Well maintained sites,
weeds sprayed, individual group sites surrounded by long
grass. Pots and stakes left behind. Appears to be 100%
survival.
Security fenced off at Ladbrooks School in playground. Site
is the sides of drain/stream running through school
grounds. Needs some maintenance
Partly fenced from vehicles, foot access only on other sides
on the Waimakariri. Some native vegetation that looks selfsown due to age and height. ? Embankment planting right
GPS?

Partly

Planted
Native
Planted mix

Full

Exotic

Query

Unknown

Unknown

Query

Full

Planted
Native

TRUE

Full

Planted
Native

TRUE

Partly

Mixed

Query

213
217

221

222

225

227

234

TRUE
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Table 2 Found unrecorded plantings.
Site
Description
NSS1
Drain planting ~100m
NSS2
Drain and section plantings ~10m
NSS3
Drain-paddock planting on dairy farm ~200m
NSS4
Driveway planting to milking platform both sides ~20m
NSS5
NSS6
NSS7
NSS8
NSS9
NSS10
NSS11
NSS12
NSS13
NSS14

Paddock - road planting mix of natives and exotics ~500m could
do with some new plantings
Cattle run - road plant to dairy shed ~300m start of NSS7
end of NSS6, planting around milking platform
Fence -footpath plantings in Coalgate~100m
Joyce Reserve in Glentunnel Native trees in manicured lawn
private section large planting ~10x10m good mix of species
Private section with large planting at White Cliffs
Taryn Commons Park in White Cliffs Native forest like
Remnant Native hillside in paddock ~20x10m
Hill side scrub Discaria toumatou etc.

NSS20
NSS21

Hill side scrub Discaria toumatou etc. ~500m long, has native
planting for slip? Retention at one end
Hill side remnants
Hilltop remnants Discaria toumatou
Planted Road-paddock fence line ~100m
Mature flax strip on Road - fenceline? Planted
Old planted road-fence border of Beech, flax and others ~100m.
Could do with some new plantings
3 year+ planting paddock-road trees incl: Beech

NSS22

Native shelterbelts around small paddocks in Coalgate, mainly
pitto. sp.

NSS15
NSS16
NSS17
NSS18
NSS19

NSS23
NSS24
NSS25
NSS26

Planted
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
remnant
remnant
remnant
remnant
remnant
Planted
Planted
Planted
Planted
Planted

NSS27

Coalgate Bowling club, planting in front of parking area ~5 year old
Paddock- shelterbelt of mature natives ~200m
Mature native shelterbelt around private section
Native shelterbelt around private house ~100m
Paddock-road planting mature mix of flax, pampas/toetoe,
beech~50

Planted
Planted
Planted
Planted

NSS28

Pitto sp. Shelterbelt, New planting - single line of plants ~ 50m
other native plantings on the section next door as part of garden

Planted

NSS29

Private mature shelterbelt around paddock, house and substation,
could do with some new plantings.

Planted

NSS30
NSS31

Shelterbelt planting around private house ~200m mix of beech, Ti
koura and grasses
flax belt between paddock fence and river terrace top ~ 200m

Planted
Planted

NSS32
NSS33

native shelterbelt planting around two farm houses ~2 years old
with native garden plantings
New planted shelterbelt ~200x3m

Planted
Planted

Planted
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